From Armoza Formats and Gamechanger comes *Family Piggy Bank*, a unique game show that brings the unique dynamics of a family dinner to the studio. This fun-filled game show puts one family’s knowledge and trust in each other to the test as they work together to try to fill their family piggy bank. One main contestant with the help of four family members will go through three rounds of trivia. In round one, contestant will earn money. In round two, they will try to multiply and in the final round, the family will try to cash out their piggy banks. Can the family win the glory and fame or will they shame the family name?

Using innovative CGI-technology, the format comes with a technological hub that creates a prime time, shiny floor studio, virtual game play movements and even a virtual audience.

- Shiny floor prime time quiz show
- Fun, feel-good family entertainment
- Innovative technological hub for a fraction of the cost
- Easy to produce with minimal crew and minimal set